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Phan v day video link

A screengrab taken shortly of the video was available on Phil's channel, including Phil's description and Dan's comment. The Valentine's Day Video (also known as The V-Day Vid or The Video That Shall Not Be Named) is an extremely personal video made by Phil for Dan as a Valentine's Day gift. Discussion of this video is highly encouraging and often
encounters phandom's contempt as most fans believe this is extremely invasive and rude. According to Dan,[1] it was originally intended to be an April fool's joke video, with Phil expressing his love for Dan and reimagining their time together. The video was posted privately on LessAmazingPhil on February 13, 2010, apparently with the intention of not being
executed on April 13, 2010. On September 17, 2011, the video accidentally malfunctioned on YouTube. Phil quickly deleted the video, but in three hours online it attracted many views and at least one person saved it. Due to phandom's relatively small size at the time, the video did not spread. Phil personally contacted the fans who saw it, explaining that it
was originally intended to be a joke for April Fool's Day 2010 without ever being used and asking them not to spread it.  However, on October 31, 2012, the video re-emerged. The footage was reloaded and circulated on Tumblr and went viral among the now much larger phandom. Fans who watched the video were unaware of the believed prank scene and
it went viral. Dan and Phil acted immediately. Phil claims piracy on every copy re-posted and removes them from YouTube, and Dan constantly answers questions about his Tumblr videos, explaining it's a joke they decided was too meaningful to go through. The video has sometimes emerged since then but has been systematically removed by Phil.
Recently, however, copies have been intentionally left available. Copies of videos exist on platforms other than YouTube and Tumblr because they are less likely to strictly enforce copyright. However, the release of the video is still considered copyright infringement on both and a major invasion of privacy by Dan and Phil. Now, after the videos are coming
out, this video is now thought to be more likely not to be a joke. Additional noteSedit ↑ It should be mentioned that, although Dan and Phil have always maintained hoax explanations, various details of the original post can be used to resoide this explanation and instead support a real context of the video, the discussion of which has contributed to controversy
in phandom. Covid Fighter Driving Video - 19 (Part 2), Covid Under-Covid Flying Clip - 19 (Part 2), Flying Under Covid - 19 (Part 2) Video nurse reports women briefly dumb sparked a wave of calls to end racism in Canada. Joyce Echaquan, 37, an indigenous Atikamekw woman, arrives at a hospital in Joliette, Quebec Province, Canada, on September 26
with stomach pains. The mother-of-seven had a similar problem and told nurses she was having a heart attack.By September 28, as nurses prepared to inject her with painkillers, Echaquan begged them to stop, claiming she had been given too much morphine. She then streamed the video live on Facebook, repeatedly asking for help while the two nurses
appeared indifferent, even letting go of her insults. Have you done that stupid thing? Are you done? a nurse asked in French when Echaquan was moaning with pain. She made the wrong choice, dear friend, another nurse said. What would your kids think when they saw her like this? She's just good at having sex, the first one keeps saying. Echaquan died
shortly afterwards. Joyce Echaquan live-streamed footage of being mocked by nurses as she begged them to save her. Photo: Twitter/Echaquan.Indigenous leaders claim the video exposes the grim reality of systematic racism being ignored across Canada. Discrimination against people of the first ethnic groups residing in Canada remains prevalene in the
health system and needs to stop, said Perry Bellegarde, head of the Council of First Nations. Quebec Premier François Legault condemned the actions of health workers, saying at least one person had been fired. But he dismissed the view that Echaquan's death showed widespread racism in Quebec. I really didn't expect to behave like this with people of
the first ethnic group in hospitals in Quebec, Legault said. The provincial coroner's office announced an investigation into the circumstances surrounding Echaquan's death. Local health authorities are also investigating. We do not tolerate any medical staff commenting of that kind, the local health agency stated. Marc Miller, the Indigenous Minister, sent his
condolences to those who were hurt by the video. Protests demand justice for Joyce Echaquan in front of the hospital gates where she died on September 29. Photo: Canadian PressThis is the worst side of racism Miller said. This is the most vulnerable. Yet when they were dying, they heard racist language aimed at them. Contrary to Legault's remarks,
Miller argued that Echauqn's death reflected the broader barriers indigenous people face in Canada. This was not an individual event, Miller said, referring to a case at a British Columbia hospital where staff were betting on how much alcohol was in indigenous patients' blood. Hong Hanh (Guardian) +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today.
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